Ilya Kushlianski
Male, 26 years, born on 1 January 1991

+375 (29) 6088900 — preferred means of communication
kushliansky@gmail.com
Another site: http://ilya.online
Reside in: Minsk, m. Uruch'e
Citizenship: Belarus, work permit at: Belarus
Ready to relocate, ready for rare business trips

Desired position and salary

Junior web developer
IT, Internet, Telecom
• Entry Level, Little Experience
• Software Development
• Web Engineer
Employment: full time, part time
Work schedule: full day, flexible schedule
Desired travel time to work: any

Work experience — 5 years 1 month
September 2017 —
till now
2 months

Own projects
Web developer
My website ilya.online (portfolio and resume) with my own frontend and backend from WordPress.
I also plan to do several other web projects, including with my own backend (to practice Expess and
Laravel).

April 2014 — till now
3 years 7 months

Stolichnoe Televidenie
Minsk, www.ctv.by/

Content manager, translator
- I translate and edit current news and analytics for the STV website (politics, economy, society,
culture, sports) and publish using CMS Drupal;
- Analyze english website traffic;
- I have built a system of work with beginner translators who undergo internships at STV Channel. I
have developed a mini-guidebook for trainees reflecting the style and grammar that we at STV should
follow when translating from Russian into English;
- I edit and read translations of news reports done by other translators (I worked with a total of 40
translators). My work with the trainees was positively assessed by the Minsk City Linguistic
University (written confirmation is available);
- Replaced chief in dealing with the legal documentation of the directorate.
February 2013 —
April 2014
1 year 3 months

Belarusian Telegraph Agency (BelTA News Agency)
Minsk, eng.belta.by

Translator
- Translated news on the President of the Republic of Belarus into the English language as well as
other political, economic, and sports news of the news agency BelTA
- Translated foreign correspondence for the agency
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- Participated in telephone conversations with foreign agency clients
- Helped design the layout of the new BelTA website

May 2012 — August
2012
4 months

Belarusian Telegraph Agency (BelTA News Agency)
Minsk, eng.belta.by

Translator
- Translated political, economic, and sports news of the news agency BelTA
- Translated foreign correspondence for the agency

Education
Higher
2017

Belarusian State Economic University, Minsk
Higher School of Management and Business, Finance and Credit

2014

Belarusian State University, Minsk
Faculty of International Relations, Specialist in International Relations. Interpreter (Honors diploma)

2013

Fornby folkhögskola
One-year language studies in Sweden, Swedish language

2012

Belarusian State University, Minsk
Military faculty, Tactical reconnaissance squad commander

Tests, examinations
2013

Intyg för behörighet till högskolestudier
Fornby Folkhögskola, Swedish B

2009

Social science
Nationwide Olympiad, Education Ministry of the Republic of Belarus, 5th place, 2nd degree diploma
(thanks to which I entered the 1st university without exams)

Key skills
Languages

Skills

Russian — native
English — I am a fluent speaker
German — basic knowledge
Swedish — I can attend an interview

JavaScript

CSS3

Google Analytics
MongoDB

PHP

CMS Wordpress

Joomla CMS
Git

Bootstrap

Ajax
English

HTML5
Sass

Angular 2.x

jQuery
SQL

JSON

Responsive design

Adobe Photoshop

Regular expressions
Chrome DevTools
OOP basics

SEO

Management Skills

Further information
About me

I have a great desire to grow and develop in web development.
I boast quite solid theoretical knowledge and some practical skills in such areas as:
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====== Frontend ======
* HTML5
* CSS3 (complex selectors, animations, pseudo-classes, gradients, flexbox, media queries,
cross-browser design and so on)
* JavaScript (including ES6 and some best practices, Promises, DOM, BOM, basic OOP)
* Typescript (learned for Angular)
* jQuery
* SASS
* Bootstrap
* basic Angular 2.х skills (I did not study 1.х version): I know components, pipes, data binding,
services, some routing, dependency injection, internationalization etc.)
====== Backend ======
* basic syntax of PHP + some OOP
* SQL, PhpMyAdmin
* well familiar with MongoDB basic concepts and syntax
* beginner knowledge of Laravel, Blade templating engine
* beginner knowledge of Node.js and Express, Handlebars templating engine
====== CMS ======
* Wordpress (basic PHP code, create templates from scratch, editing CSS/HTML in templates,
widget and menu registration, custom post types and taxonomy, child themes, WP query, basic
plugins; site administration)
* Joomla (editing of CSS/HTML in templates, basic PHP editing in templates; site administration)
* Drupal (site administration)
====== Other technologies and skills ======
* understand how AJAX and JSON work
* Git (command line)
* know the NPM eco-system, bower, babel, Gulp (concatenation, minification, browser sync, watch
for file changes, image optimization, auto prefixes etc.)
* familiar with Google Maps API
* solid knowledge of RegEx (except for groups)
* know and use Chrome Development Tools for debugging and site audit
* familiar with BEM CSS concept
* know foundations of web design, understand the principles of UX, have some skills with
Photoshop and beginner-level Axure skills
* know how to SEO a site; schema microdata; some skills in web analytics with Google Analytics.
* use Atom editor for code and use Emmet plugin for faster HTML and CSS
* familiar with Scrum methodology
====== Learning or plan to learn ======
- Reactive programming (RxJS)
- Laravel
- Node.js + Express
- Being a self-taught developer I understand that one thing I defintely lack is the way of thinking in
a 'technical/engineering' way. So I need knowledge of algorithms, data structures and design
patterns
- Testing (karma + jasmin, phpUnit)
- Webpack
- advanced usage of Git и Github
- Ionic 2 or something JS-based for developing hybrid web apps and/or PWA.
I know one should not go too broad in their learning, so this is the approximate stack of technologies
I will learn in the coming years. However, I am open to other knowledge too.
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My English skills allow me to communicate with clients and partners in English fluently, both
orally and in writing (Advanced level). Freelance translator job has given me experience of client
communication, so now I do care about what every client wants and try to cater to their needs as
much as possible.
A Russian speaker, I study programming only in English (books, video and documentation).
When confronted with unfamiliar tasks in development, which is a common thing, I search for
solutions on English-language resources, which is easy because I have advanced googling skills.
I would really appreciate work with experienced mentors, I want and am ready to receive from
them the necessary experience, to quickly master the recommended literature. I am also ready
to learn to understand other developers' code.
There is a desire to further develop management skills, including related to finance, personnel and
business development in general.
In everyday activities, I use time management technologies: an electronic organizer to track tasks
and Evernote note system. I keep my workplace, e-mail and file system clean.
Personal qualities:
I can't live without self-education. This would not be possible without high self-organization (I did not
attend any programming courses, because I know I can master everything myself together with
Google). I love analyzing things around me and boast perseverance, self-discipline, enterprising
mindset, management abilities. I solve problems constructively and without conflicts. I understand
criticism, which stirs me to learn and practice even more. I love systems: I organize processes
myself if there is no system in them and happily join the clearly established system and clearly
outlined rules. I have no bad habits.
Please learn about my up-to-date skills in more detail at http://ilya.online.
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